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On Childhood and Marriage

T

o be an adult, must one also put away the innocence of
childhood and childhood dreams?
When I was a child, I spake as a child,
I understood as a child, I thought as a child:
but when I became a man, I put away childish
things.
(1 Cor. 13.11)

A few days after my arrival home from my LDS mission in
South America, I opened my refrigerator with an acute sense of
guilt; the abundance of food required to feed our family of seven
was a sight too devastating for my eyes and heart. Overcome
with well-intentioned self-righteousness, I began to make my
demands.
“Mom, we have way too much food. There’s no way we can
eat all this. Let’s have the missionaries over for dinner tonight.”
My mother nodded her head numbly, avoiding my gaze.
“Sure, we can have the missionaries over. But what do you
suppose we have? I haven’t planned anything. . . .”
I continued pushing.
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“Sure, Wednesday night we can have them over too, as
long as you make the dinner. . . .”
And pushing.
“Sure, they can come over any day you want—as long as
you’re in charge. . . .”
Then she started to cry. Then sob. I told her that I was
sorry, that we did not have to have the missionaries over if it
was going to stress her out. She sobbed harder. . . . I was apparently missing the point. She took a breath and looked at me
measuredly. “You’re just like your dad.”
The statement-turned-accusation took me off guard, but
somehow seemed familiar. My mind went to times that my dad
would express an optimistic idea or suggest inviting a new family from the ward to Thanksgiving dinner and my mom would
shut him down. I’d thought less of my mother for that. My father was always kind to my siblings and me, always let us buy
gumballs at the hardware store and took us to get Frostys when
Mom wasn’t around. He never yelled at us, never even raised
his voice. He motivated us with “gentleness and meekness,
and by love unfeigned” (D&C 121.41).
He was also fiercely loyal to my mom. I remember storming past my father and out of the house one day, furious because of my mother. Perhaps she had been nagging me to
practice piano, or maybe she had found a box of cookies I had
stashed under my pillow.
“Why did you even marry her?”
My father stopped me in my tracks. “Don’t ever say that. I
love your mother.”
I am sure he then went on to list the many things my mom
sacrificed for our family. It was also common for him to recite
to us the story of divine sanction that led to his happily ever
after. Finding himself in love after a few months of courtship,
my dad decided to pray and ask God if he should marry my
mom. That would be wise, said a voice from above. Soon after,
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he called my mother and popped the question. He knew it,
and he knew God knew it, and he could not deny it. It was on
this call and answer that the foundation of our family balanced, the very reason for my existence.
You’re just like your dad.
You’re just like your dad.
You’re just like your dad.
Well, I hope I am, I think.
Back in the kitchen, I stared at the hardwood floor and
gripped the refrigerator handle with white knuckles. My mom
choked back a few more tears and then continued to tell me
everything I hoped I would never know. “It’s been very hard. It
always has been.” She proceeded to tell me tales of loneliness,
of thirty-year-old grievances that have never been forgotten
and could not be forgiven.
Once he left her at the bus stop. Once he told her to pray
harder to get over her postpartum depression. He cannot empathize. He is always losing his jobs because he can’t take a
hint from his supervisors. He is always making poor financial
decisions without consulting her. He works too much. He
doesn’t work enough. He’s got his head in the clouds. He does
not listen, cannot see her point of view, cannot compromise.
For being a Democrat, he is incredibly sexist and traditional.
He never disciplined us so she always came off as the parent
that loved her children less. She did the research and has diagnosed him with OCD. He is a narcissist. He is not a good father, never present, never remembers anything about his
children. He thinks the whole world revolves around him.
My world was spinning. My neck could no longer support
the weight of my mind, so I allowed my head to bow down to
the countertop I was gripping to keep myself from collapsing.
It was the first time in my life that I had to consciously remind
myself to breathe, to will myself not to pass out. As earth-shattering as it was—because I knew that I believed her—I reOn Childhood and Marriage
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mained calm enough to show her my indifference to her confession. Was it fair for her to share this burden with a child,
even if that child is an adult?
And so it was that I put away my childhood for a while.
• • •

For now we see through a glass, darkly;
but then face to face: now I know in part;
but then shall I know even as also I am known.
(1 Cor. 13.12)
When I was eight years old, my parents decided to tear
down our original 1920s Chicago bungalow. They considered
merely expanding the house, but had to rule that out once they
discovered the cracked foundation. Before it was bulldozed, my
mother had taken great care to de-knob the doors, unhinge old
light fixtures, and whisper her goodbyes to the original six-pane
window frames. The doorknobs and rusty light fixtures would
have a place in our new home, but she would never forgive herself for letting those antique windows go.
My parents got to design the new house down to the very
inch, and it really turned out ugly, which was a huge bummer to
us all. Together we had memorized the blueprints and loved to
roam the wooden skeleton of our house in reverence. Wall-less
and hollow, the house looked impossibly spacious and promising. In execution, however, the design turned out to be an awkward, cheap compromise between a colonial (my dad’s preference) and farmhouse (my mom’s dream) style. The exterior
radiates confidence through the two elegant, white pillars on
either side of the front door and a large window that illuminates a dramatic foyer and chandelier. However, the pillars
stand in stark contrast to the cheap tan, vinyl siding and shutterless windows. At the apex of our home, there are also two
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useless, circular windows that bring light into an inaccessible
attic. I do not like them. They are impractical and tasteless,
but I also feel even dishonest; it’s as if they’re trying to make us
believe that because they are accessories, they are beautiful.
Either way, they look out of place to me.
Being only eight years old, I had felt embarrassed of how
small our bungalow home was compared to the others in the
neighborhood; so, while I admit that for a couple years I was
grateful for the ostentatious look of the new house, the inside
seemed to represent what my home meant to me more than the
exterior image did. The farmhouse-style kitchen, cozy living
room, and natural light that poured in from the many curtainless windows made our home a comfortable and cheery place to
be as a child, a place where constant light made things appear as
they seemed. And when the sun went down, the glass windows
turned dark and the neighborhood could see clearly into our
lives—could be present with us during family dinner each night.
When we moved in, I liked that we kids were allowed to
pick the color of our rooms. Thinking myself to be mature for
my age and also hoping to select a color that I would like when
I was a more sophisticated version of myself, I picked a cold,
periwinkle blue.
Shortly after moving into my new, icy-blue bedroom, I remember hearing my parents argue. I can’t remember what it
was about—or rather, why my mother was upset with my dad
this time—because the sound of my own thoughts echoed
louder in my head than their words. Please, stop. Please, stop.
Good, they’re stopping. Why does she always have to get
upset? Mom, just drop it, please. Do they still love each other?
What’s going to happen to our family?
I sat tensely in my room for a few moments. When I decided that the coast was clear, that I could escape to the safety
of lower floors, my mom happened to be leaving her room.
“Are you guys gonna get divorced?” I had only heard about my
On Childhood and Marriage
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classmate’s parents getting divorced—not parents like mine
who had been married for time and all eternity—so I knew the
question was ridiculous, but I asked anyway.
My mother rolled her eyes. “No, we’re not going to get divorced.” She squeezed my shoulder in a comforting way and
nodded her head almost scoffingly. Her tone instantly reassured me of how outlandish my question was. Of course my
parents loved each other so much that the thought of being divorced was comical.
Looking back on that memory, remembering the way she
looked in the light coming through the ostentatious window,
the way she avoided my gaze, squeezed my shoulder and brushed
off my question, I see that she was also fiercely loyal. No, of
course we’re not going to get divorced. I would never do that to
you. That’s what she meant to say. She was fiercely loyal to her
children.
But I hoped that this was not the moral of this eternal love
story; I hoped that there was something stronger tying her
down to this new house than her five children.
• • •

And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three;
but the greatest of these is charity.
(1 Cor. 13.13)
Sometimes I wear an engagement ring on my left hand. It
looks like the liquid gold froze in time as it was being poured
into a perfect, eternal circle; it goes from thick to thin and
then connects in the round. The ring was my best friend’s engagement ring a couple of years ago.
Neither of us is engaged or married.
Most wedding bands are an outward expression of an inward commitment and love for one’s partner. They also serve
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as deterrence against preying suitors. The wedding band I wear
serves as the latter for me. It isn’t a foolproof plan to avoiding
romantic confrontation, but I feel less afraid of approaching
the world knowing that the message I am communicating reflects what I feel internally: there is no possibility of me being
interested in you; I am taken. I am taken by my own fears,
anxieties, hesitations.
My mom has told me before that she got married too young,
that she wished she had gone on a mission and completed her
education. I believe that she has also wished, though I am not
sure how often, that she had married someone else. Someone
who got her jokes, someone who didn’t drag her to football
games, someone more sensitive to her emotions. As an engaged
twenty-one-year-old, did she have any indication of the regrets
she would later have, any whisperings to her heart that she
might want something different? What if I find someone who I
think I could marry? What whisperings do I listen to?
As much as my mom tells me what her experience in marriage has been, I feel I cannot know the truth about my parents’
relationship; my father keeps his truths in the some hidden
place in his heart, or perhaps lets them whisper in his right ear
and float out the left. I suspect it is the first, though. I wish I
could ask him about these things. If I am going to have the
utopian image of my parents’ relationship torn apart, I at least
want an honest tearing on both sides. But asking would create
an awkward and vulnerable environment in which I do not believe an honest answer could even exist. The fact that my dad
does not talk about emotional things with anyone, coupled with
the pressure I know he feels to be a good father and husband,
would render him speechless in the face of such questions, fearing he might betray someone in divulging his weaknesses,
hopes, and hurt.
What I do know is that my dad’s work office has always
been decorated with photos of my mom from their early years of
On Childhood and Marriage
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marriage. However, photos of just the two of them past their
twenties are scarce. Last Christmas I accidentally happened
across a list on my dad’s phone that consisted of things he could
do to make my mom happy, and I knew I had seen something
forbidden. In his free time, he can often be found in his study
reading books like Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus
—something my siblings and I were always quick to tease him
about. Now the image makes me weep. Last November, my
mom, older sister, and I all went to my little sister’s rescue after
an emergency surgery had left her bedridden in a foreign country.
My mom was gone for about five days, and my dad could not go
with her because of work, as usual. When my dad would call, she
would automatically put the phone on speakerphone. “Dear, we
never have time to talk privately,” he said. My mom decided to
ignore his observation, stared at the floor and continued to keep
him on speakerphone. Resentment bubbled up inside of me. Just
love him. For your sake. For his sake. For all of our sakes. But I
never say this.
In the two and a half years since the incident in the kitchen,
I have often felt resentment towards my mother. I do not believe
that I feel this way because of this new truth that she introduced
into my life—that my parents were not, and have not been for a
very long time, happily married—spoiled the innocence of my
childhood. Rather, because her present state was dissolving my
childhood dream: that two people can fall in love and continue
to love each other until the end. I also feel resentment towards
my mom because of the ill way I sometimes treat my dad now. I
see his awkwardness, spaciness, emotional unavailability, and I
cringe. I am so grateful I am not the one married to him. But
how different might my dad be if he felt totally accepted and
loved by his wife? Surely he would be more confident and invested. I blame my mom for not loving him, even when I can’t.
Now, instead of wearing her original, modest engagement ring,
my mom wears a flashy, twelve-dollar Walgreens replacement.
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It has three large plastic diamonds set in something that looks
like a silver band. She bought it for herself when she lost the
old one. Aesthetically I hate it; it is a cheap, awkward accessory that seems out of place against her practical, farm-girl fingers. But I am also fascinated by its gaudiness—it reminds me
of the ugly pillars marking the entrance to our home, or maybe
those two illogical windows, except she, not my dad, chose the
ring. But why such a bling ring?
At first I wondered if she picked it to convince others that
she was happily married, or maybe even to convince herself.
“Mom, why did you get married so young? What made you
think that getting married to each other would be a good idea?”
I ask.
“I was in love.”
I literally couldn’t believe it. It was the first time she had
ever admitted to being in love with my dad! If she had failed to
mention this for thirty-two years, I am sure there are a myriad
of tender things she had failed to mention to her children
about their relationship.
The house, the ring, the forced phone calls, and the selfhelp books: I used to think these things mocked the hopes I
had for my own happy ending. But now I see them as a reflection of the deep complexity in human relationships, which
complexity I know will also be a part of my future relationships. I am not saying that I am okay with “settling”; I am not
a proponent of staying in unhealthy relationships. I am merely
acknowledging that my childhood version of what a loving relationship looks like is probably both unrealistic and not what
I will want when I am an older, more sophisticated version of
myself. After all, I do not even like the color periwinkle blue.
I am proud to say that I have stopped seeing my parents’
staying together as an act of cowardice, but of a striving and
imperfect love for the people they have invested most in. And
while I still think the house they created is ugly, every time I
On Childhood and Marriage
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smell wet concrete, sawdust, and fresh paint, or see wooden
skeletons and iron cranes, I am overtaken with nostalgia and
filled with a childlike faith.
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